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Thank you to Staff Writer Judi Hays for contributing and fi lming this technique!

Judi’s Note:  I love this technique becase it’s forgiving and you can’t mess up (however, it is messy!).  This is also a way to use up 
your random cardstock, foam board, matte board scraps or even kraft envelopes.  Let your imagination be your guide!

While experimenting with this technique I (Judi) tried several variations, each yielding a different result. 
What I found worked best in all cases:
- Use a real plastic credit card, not the thick cardboard ones you get in the mail.
- Experiment with different colors of base surfaces.
- Limit paint colors to no more than 3 colors, with at least one metallic.
- Apply paint in different areas instead of one big blob -- work quickly so paint doesn’t dry before its dragged.
- Don’t add too much paint to start with.
- It’s fi ne to mix brands of paint.
- Using thicker cardstock will avoid curling and warping
- Work on half-or-full sheets of cardstock and cut up for individual cards
- Leave paint on credit card edge instead of cleaning off -- it will scrape unevenly the more it builds up,
  resulting in an interesting texture.
- Lift base surface several times when drying so it doesn’t stick to newsprint.
- If using acetate for a base surface, stamp on reverse side for spectacular result

Credit Card  Tutorial
June/July 2004

Supplies:
- Lumiere
- Acrylic Paint
- Metallic Acrylic Paint

Base Surface: 
Glossy Cardstock OR Uncoated Cardstock OR
Matte Board OR Kraft Envelopes OR Foamcore OR Acetate

- Old Plastic Credit Cards
- Mixing Sticks (to stir paint jars)
- Decorative Edge Scissors
- Newsprint
- Heat Tool (optional)
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Steps One - Three:
Prepare work surface by covering with layers of newsprint. 

NOTE: If you work on a “pad” of newspapers, you can simply 
just move the working sheet for drying so you can prepare 
additional papers.

Shake paints or mix with mixing sticks.

Squeeze or dribble paint along top of base surface.

Step Five:
For denser coverage, tilt the card at varying angles to spread 
paint. For lighter coverage, press card fi rmly for dragging.

Step Six:
Let paint dry thoroughly before next step or use heat tool to 
speed drying time.

Step Four:
Take a credit card and hold with long edge at right angle to
base surface. With the edge of the credit card touching the 
surface, begin to drag paint across the page (straight, wiggle 
or random strokes are fi ne). 

Do not cover entire surface - leave some of base surface 
showing through.
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Step Seven:
Add second color.

Step Eleven:
The fi nished background may be stamped on directly or used 
for layering, paper piecing, weaving, punch art and more.

Step Nine:
Add third color and repeat dragging and drying process.

Step Eight:
Drag in different directions so that the previous color still shows 
through. Let this layer dry.

Finished Card
Artwork by: Judi Hays
Stamps:  Stampin’ Up!
© Stampin’ Up!
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Variations:
Try using plain acrylics, pray second and third layer with Shimmer Spray (6-03 newsletter)...

Spray layers with a fi ne mist of water for a softer look (colors will blend if applied while paint is still wet).  

Use glitter paint on second and third layers to add texture and sparkle...

Cut the edge of the credit card to add even more dimension to your work!

Come up with ideas on your own!
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